During the UNCW segment of the course, the course will be divided into series of lectures including: (i) Theory of War and Conflicts: Defining Dynamics, Actors and Conflict Type and the details surrounding (ii) The Arab-Israeli Conflicts, and (iii) Instruments for Managing and Stabilizing Conflicts. In Israel, classes will focus on the following topics:

- Strategy Formulation
- National Security and National Strength
- Fundamentalism and Jihad
- Asymmetric War
  - Ethics and Laws in Armed Conflict
  - Low Intensity Conflict (LIC)
- Intelligence and Decision Making
- International Affairs
- Globalization and Geo-Strategy Challenges
- Media and Public Opinion
- Terror and the Use of the Internet
- Transformation of Maritime Counter-Terrorism
- Legal “Front” in Counter-Terrorism Operations
- Developing Resilience Using Serious Gaming
- Workshop: Analysis of Political Crises

**Program Overview**

Conflict and cooperation are two overlapping, reoccurring themes in international politics. Indeed, we are constantly besieged by the daily news media with stories of regional or international discord, terrorism and issues of national security. When does war as a strategy replace diplomatic or trade sanctions? How is the very real incident of conflict resolved through international law and organizations? The goal of CMR 592, National Security and Conflict Management in Israel is to give students a solid understanding of the main theories and types of conflict plaguing the Middle East today, particularly Israel, as well as the way in which these conflicts are managed and resolved.

**Academics**

During the UNCW segment of the course, the course will be divided into series of lectures including: (i) Theory of War and Conflicts: Defining Dynamics, Actors and Conflict Type and the details surrounding (ii) The Arab-Israeli Conflicts, and (iii) Instruments for Managing and Stabilizing Conflicts. In Israel, classes will focus on the following topics:

- Strategy Formulation
- National Security and National Strength
- Fundamentalism and Jihad
- Asymmetric War
  - Ethics and Laws in Armed Conflict
  - Low Intensity Conflict (LIC)
- Intelligence and Decision Making
- International Affairs
- Globalization and Geo-Strategy Challenges
- Media and Public Opinion
- Terror and the Use of the Internet
- Transformation of Maritime Counter-Terrorism
- Legal “Front” in Counter-Terrorism Operations
- Developing Resilience Using Serious Gaming
- Workshop: Analysis of Political Crises

**Program Facts**

Location: Israel
Tentative Program Dates: June 8-19, 2017
Classes at UNCW: May 19-June 19, 2017

**Program Leaders:**
Dr. Raymonde Kleinberg - kleinbergr@uncw.edu

**Application**

Application Deadline: April 1, 2017

- To apply, log in at: https://itsappserv02.uncw.edu/intprogap/ and select your program of choice
- A $500 non-refundable deposit is due at time of application

**Eligibility**

Students are eligible to apply for this program if they meet the following eligibility criteria:

- Degree-seeking student
- Good judicial standing
- Graduate Students in Conflict Management, International Security, History, Political Science, Criminology and Sociology, Intelligence or related fields. Qualifying Undergraduate Students (3.0+) can also apply.
- 2.50+ GPA at time of application

Learn more at www.uncw.edu/international
Classes (and Accommodation) will be held at Galilee Institute of International Management, Kibbutz Mizrah, Nahalal Israel (next to Nazareth).

**Program Activities & Features**

Study tours to several areas such as the Nazareth, Dead Sea, Tel Aviv and Jaffa will introduce students to the stark beauty and historic glory of Israel. All tours will be accompanied by an expert in the field and history of the area.

**Estimated Program Fee: $3,515**

**Program Fee Includes:**

- Tuition in Israel
- Accommodation and Lodging
- Board (all food)
- All Ground Tours (and food)
- Airport Transfers

### Additional Costs:

*not included in program fee*

- Airfare
- Personal Items & Travel
- UNCW tuition for 3 credits

Federal and state financial aid may be applied toward this program. Even if you are normally ineligible for financial aid, you should submit a financial aid application (FAFSA). You may find that you are eligible for additional funding.

UNCW students may also apply for a UNCW Education Abroad Grant and additional study abroad scholarships. Grant applications and additional information are available at: [www.uncw.edu/international/abroad/aid.html](http://www.uncw.edu/international/abroad/aid.html)
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